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Employers and Employees are the two wheels of cart. It 

is absolutely essential to have cordial relations between the 

two to run the cart smoothly. It must be clearly understood 

that the break down oT any one- wheel is not only not beneficial 

to the other but will make the other idle and wear out resting 

and rotting. If this conception is clear in the minds of both, 

then one will try to maintain the other in the best possible
c. 

way.

nr
Construction Industry is the 2nd largest industry, next 

only to the agricultural sector in terms of labour employed. 

But majority of the workers in both the fields are seasonal 

i.e. the same agricultural workers, when free from their 

routine work, seek employment in this Industry, Like 

agricultural industry, the employers here are mostly 

individuals. Out of approximately 15,000 registered or 

unregistered construction companies hardly 100 are limited 

Companies, Public Sector undertakings and Corporations. 

The rest are either one-man shows or partnership/'
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firms. This industry has ’got many characteristics 

distinct from ether manufactured are mobile and the manufactu

ring . set-up’s are static, wnereas in me construction industry,
i 

the product is static with the consequent need'for making 

labour and @ls,o .the set-ups mobile.

The clients of principal employers in the" construction 

industry are mainly Government bodies or public sector under

takings and a few private enterprises or owners who like to 

build their own houses. The contractors submit tenders based 

on N. I. T. stipulations and sometimes with special stipulations. 

Thus the price is fixed before product is produced.

It will be observed that majority of workers engaged in 

this industry are rural based, socially backward and un-educa- 

ted. They are migratory and floating and hence labour turn

over _isL ..quite' h igh. In_ spe cialised categories demand..,-is,, mor e

than the supply. Hence frequency of labour turno ver/rotation 

is equally high.

It is quite justified that the Government takes social 

security measures to uplift the downtrodden particularly when 

they constitute a bulk of the working class. This labour ',x 

intensive Industry is equally keen to improve the lot of 

these pGor workers and they accept it as. a social and moral 

responsibility apart from their legal obligations. It is, 

therefore, necessary to identify the lacunae in the labour i 

Laws and to s tr etumline the operations for uniform and better 

implementation.
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The list cf labour Laws and Acts applicable to 

construction Industry is ^uite long. Theyare, confusing 

sometimes contradictory. Therefore, all these Acts heed ■ 

to be clubbed together to one single Act and lacunae removed 

fore effective implementation.

Some suggestions are as under : —

1. In workmen compensation Act, 1923, .procedure for obtaini

ng compensation needs to be simplifield so as to avoid 

hardships to the dependent of the deceased. Act should 

fix up the time limit to the -Insurance Co. to remit the 

fund's to Workmen Compensation Commissioner ,& in turn

the Commissioner to dispose of the .amount to the 

deceased fam ily within a: specified period.

In case E.S. I. S. Act is made applicable in place of 

Workmen Compensation Act'similar streamlining has to he 

th*ere with better machinery and equipment 4to. operate.

2. fl in im urn Wages A ct, 19 4C.

An anomaly is caused due to different wage crates 

published by Centre and States fcr'the same location.

be only one set of wages in a particular area and. zones 
should be well defined for both state & Ce’ntre. Sun days and

The anomaly is caused due to classifications of Zones.

The anomaly is ca us e d due to the payment of wages for

Sundays and holidays. It is suggested that there sho uld
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holidays should be clearly defihed as paid holidays 

at the same rate as for Other working days and the 

computation made for deriving the-daily wage for Sunday 

wages has to be deleted finally. Inspecting authority 

should be common for Centre and State.
V

3• The Employees State Insurance Act, 19 48£-

Although this Act has so far not been made applicable 

to the construction Industry but an attempt is being 

made to extend this act to this Industry. This will 

further complicate the matter particularly because 

most of the construction work sites are located at 

interior places and the civil amenities are not availa

ble t ,:

So naturally the workers will not allow deductions on 

this account.- At the moment, the Contra ctors- apart 

from Workmen (s Compensation Policy consider it their 

social and moral obligations to treat the ailment of 

their workers either by employing visiting doctors or:♦
hy taking the patients to the nearest available

Boctors but afterwards they will feel relieved of their 

responsibility after paying their share to the .exchequer. 

The workers will thus be deprived of the treatment. 

Naturally they-will protest to recover their shares 

when they ha.vo not1 paid so long this amccnt?



Simultaneously even by paying this amount they may 

or may not get the treatment which otherwise they 

are getting or must get even without paying. No 

doubt the contractors will feel happy to relieve 

themselves of all worries and anxieties by paying >a 

fixed sum ' to the exchequer en this account -what they, 

are afraid of (l) Voluminous record building operation,
•Z

(2) Resistance from workers to recover the amount, (3) 

Legal Proceedings. It is, therefore, s ugges ted” ±h at 

if at all this Act, is to be extended let it be" decided

* (" 
that there should not be any • deductions from the worker's 

full amount in term of % of bill value be statutorily* 

recovered from his bill by the clients and deposit =the 

same to the exchequer on this “account just like tax 

deducted at source. This fund can be utilised for 

medical treatment of’, the labour. ,-The labourers will 

be given the ES IC Cards. GovtJ. ruill however have to
!” ** y %

arrange within one Km. distance dispensaries and 

doctors for their treatment on this account.

Employees Provident Fund and fljsc, Provisions

Act, 1*52:-

The provisions of this Act, have been extended to the 

construction workers from October, 1?80. The provident 

fund is meant to create a fund for the benefit of a 

person at old age, ‘or for the family in the event of
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unfortunate death of the person. The contributions are 

from hard earned wages W’ the person and equal amount 

from the employer uhi^i also should be considered as 

hard earned.

The Industry is fully conscious that the intent of this 

Act is genuinely to let each and every worker or h £s family 

feel secure at old age,7 The issue before all of us /is how 

best this should be implemented so that the objective is 

achieved. In this short'period of 4 to 5 years of . form ulation 

of this Act, we observe the following:-

1. Uniform implementation of Act has not been possible

be ca us e:

a) Resistance Trom the workers to allow any deduction

of hard-earned whges-most i~y due to illiteracy.

b) Out of 1 5r00 re'gistercel ®antractors hardly. 100 have 

professional management system to maintain voluminous 

records and balance 14900 are individuals or group
*

of individuals who hardly have establishments to 

maintain proper accounts, t Nor rdo they know how to 

maintain such records.: Even the Govt, machinery to 

educate or insist on these contractors to implement 

the Act is inadequate. Even man y:of; thes e contra- 

ctors ere illiterate-land ccannot be-expected to 

maintain such sophisti cated accounts.
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c) In the absence of sophisticated accounting system 

even the professionally managed organisations are 

facing difficulties with the P.F. Commissioner and 

are involved in litigations. Therefore, it is not 

expected that majority of 14900 contractors can at
■ I

A

all fall within the scope of this Act and therefore,, 

the Act needs definite streamlining. t

2. Due to distinctive characteristics of the industry as 

stated earlier, the continuity of majority of the workers 

at any particular worksite with any one contractor is
‘ 4 • - - ■ •

next to impossible to maintain a proper P.F.; Account.

3. The situation (is further aggravated* due to-locatidns of 

the worksites in jungles, on mountains or rivers far 

away from the P.F. Commissioner^ Officer*

4. The situation becomes worse when the contractors have 

to deal with only illiterate agricultural labourers who

do not understand the purpose of such deductions and only 

consider this deduction as cheating done by the 

CGntr a ctor /emplo yer .

5. As mentioned earlier, in the same' contracts there.’ are 

different agencies doing their part of work with their 

own workers. They come an'd- go—as— and~TJhen the 

specialised activities are carried out.
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6. Finally the issue before the depositors is hou de they 

get hack their hard earned life long savings? It is 

known to all that even the educated persons residing 

in cities have to correspond and spend days and months 

together to get back their dues'from the P.F Commissio

ner. Then how these illiterate villages or the bene- 

ficieries will collect- their dues? Then how this social 

security can be extended ?

In our opinion, the best way to implement the scheme is to 

issue passbooks to each worker just likewage card. These pass 

books will indicate the amounts everytime deposited oq his 

behalf. These passbooks should again be valid to any. ijank 

anywhere in the Country i.e. the accounts should be transferr

ed automatically when the same is produced to the local banker. 

Alternatively the ' co ntra ctor s should be asked to deposit a 

fixed percentage of bill value to the exchequer and relieved 

of their obligations.

Govt, should endeavour to educate not only the workers but 

even the Contractor. Simultaneously Govt, should increase 

its own machiner.y to see -that the implementation is done 

uniformly,; otherwise this will never be a success in this era 

of acute competition in the business world.

77) The Contract Labour (Regulation & Abolition)

A:ct, 1971:
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This Act, since its promulgation has been extensively dis

cussed in various forums and law, courts. The industry has no 

doubt reconciled itself to the Act but in keeping all factors 

in mind suggestions for uniform implementation are as under:— 

a) Rules pertaining to Ualfare and Health of* Contract I

Labour:

(i) The provisions under these clauses require each contractor 

to provide for certain amecities for proper welfare & 

health of the contract Labour. In the case of major 

projects wherein a number of contracted are employed 

by the Principal Employer, strict-enfor.cement of these 

provisions is invariably impossible,^

Since in the final analysis it is the; principal employer
. violations

who is held responsible for \0 , under the Act, it

is suggested that the ultimate responsibility for provi

sions of proper welfare, health amenities at project 

sites is enjoined cr? and brought within the; purview 

of project authorities themselves as Principal E^pl^yer. 

It is rightly the. project authority uho oan, at t he 

planning sta^e’ itself estimateothe labour strenqth 

required at peak period of the project and oao an the 

basis of this strength suitably plan the entire labour 

Colony, alongwith appropirate welfare and health 

amenities, keeping in view the permanent nature of some
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of these requirements, as also appropriate locations, 

huild semi-permanent or temporary structures depending 

on the availability of adequate space, either within 

the compound of the project site or even outside the 

compound. Since during the operational stages of the 

project, the labour strength required is considerably 

smaller,'some of the temporary structures so:constructed 

could eventually be removed after completion Of the 

entire project.

In this way there would be proper implementation of'?the 

lega^. provisions and there co uld be_also considerably 

saving in the otherwise wasteful expenditure by....the. 

contractors or. pet ty co ntr a ctors (which is the '-primary 

reason for_the tendency..on□their:part to violate the 1 

legal provisions).

To this extent, it is also suggested that there should 

be a stipulation under the P;ct for the Principal 

Employer to -'specify, in thetender documents, payment 

*of appropriate sums by the contractors towards such 

arrangement for pro vis iqfis ■of proper, amenities, depen- 

ding on the l^ely labour employed by major co nt-ra cttor s 

or in^tbje final analysis even the petty s.ub-GontraottoI?s > 

whirh will be re co ver ed _ from their-j bills,
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ii) Provisions of ether welfare programmes for labour such 

as Creche, Nurses, prpvision of medical facilities, 

education et c.

It is suggested that all such welfare programmes should be 

vested in a separate department or organisation under the 

supervision of labour Commission through an, appropriate 

Labour Welfare Department in the project, who would toe in 

a position to maintain regular trained workers with them 

for ensuring adherence the predetermined labour welfare 

activities. Such labour Welfare Departments can in tur>n 

charge appropriatefees to different contractors or their 

subccntractors/petty contractors, as a fixed % of i^ntract 

ttslueiutb be clBarlylsfecified mendatorily in the tender 

document, and to be paid immediately the contract is

s registered under I. T. 192-C, With the present moral, social 

and economic conditions of the country as they are-wherein 

there is,. always a tendency to avoid incurring expenditure 

on suti amenities this is considered to be the only sure 

way of following all desirable stipulations of the Act.

iii) Evolving, National Wage Poj j cy . r ' 

According to the provisions of clause no. 25(2) (g-V)

(a) and (b) of the Rules under Contract Labour Act, differ

ent workers employed by the Constractors or sub-contractors 

are to get besides, wages appropriate compensation 

under ' "Holidays" , "Leave", "Housing” et c., s im ilar
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to like employees of the principal 1 JcnpJLd-yer <s.- In the case of 

contractors migrating from place to -place, the contractors take 

with them a few willing and good workers forworking at different 

sites for different principals employer. Quite paradoxically 

situations are known to arise fromtimc to time where the wage
* .1

structure at the now site is lower than the ways prevalent.at 

previous site. Obviously reduction of wages cannot be though 

of far such workers who have migrated to the new -site, nor is 

it appropriate to suddenly enhance their *lo*cal wage structure. 

The disparities arising out of such a situation can in 

turn cause considerable tension among different workers 

leading to serious labour problems. An early solution 

to such impass has to be contemplated.

A worthwhile suggestion that could be offered in this 

regard is introduction of clear direction in this respect 

to all bidders before tendering to. consider prevailing 

wage structure in the area so that different contractors 

tendering for principal employer are aware of the local 

conditions and can ensure adeption of existing wage 

structure approximately in their pricing patterns.

Seaab Such a provision also needs to be made

obsolutely mandatory, failing which the only other

remedy would be to quickly evolve and adopt a uniform
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National Mage Policy fir the entire country.

As regards other Acts^applicable to this Industry,

we can only mention that these Acts literally do not

contribute much to the welfare of the workers but 

increases the burden of maintenance of records, inspec-
A

tion and-finally legal proceedings. It is suggested 

in conclusion as under 

i) AVOIDING /confusion inconvenience resulting from

the maqnitude^ci.f Labour Laus Jpre yaj 1 jng in the country :

There is e very strong consensus of opinion of vari

ous employers as well "as; legal experts in' the

Country that the ■ definitions available on a number 

of,terms such as “Workmen”, “Mages”, “Employer”, 

“Contractor”, “Sub-Contra ctor ” etc., available in 

different Acts, ;is not at all uniform and differs 

-from Act to Act.

In some cases <even-contradictory definitions of 

such terms are available. - This is hardly desir

able. Mith a view to eliminating such anomalies, 

the National Labour Commission appointed under the 

Chairmanship of the Retired Chief Dustice of Supreme

Court, l^r, Gajendragadkar, had submitted a report 

in the light of which the Government was to

exam ine the possibility of repla cing all Labour
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Laws with one Central Act encompassing all aims and 

objective of different Labour Legislations. For reasons 

best known to those at the help of affairs, the report 

submitted by this Commission is understood to have been 

shelved.- Even now it is not too late to reexamine the 

recommendations in the report, so as to avoid future 

wrong interpretations of the Act by unscrupulous subcor.*- 

_tractors for their own 'bene fits.

If this is done, interpretation of the Lau will become 

absolutely easy and uniform, and consequently would
> - * ■

encourage willing compliance by all concerned with the 

legal provisions stipulated.

ii) Evolving N_ational Wage Policy at the earliest:-

Till the time a National Uage Policy is evolved for 

uniform implementation all over the country, it is 

suggested to give a clear direction to all bidders in 

N.I. T. to consider the exact wage structure to be 

considered for particular tender so that different 

contractors tendering f»r Principal employer are aware 

of the local conditions and assume uniform wage pattern.

iii) Need for simplification of pro cedare, an< r egisters r
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The existing procedure and the various kinds of 

registers required to be maintained by any contractor 

appear to be extremely complicated and cumbersome 

involving a great deal of unnecessary ant •theruise 

avoidable paper work. The same is therefore disliked 

by most of the contractors and even educated persons 

shun it. Simplification of the procedure would 

definitely encourage the . .contra ctors/su b-contra ctors 

to comply with all provisions of the Act. A 

suitable study of this aspe-.ct may therefore be initi

ated for remedying the situation.

iv) Classification of estabiishfoents into 3 distinct

categories;  

For effective and uniform Implementation of all the 

Acts, it - is suggested that all establishments are 

appropriately calssifi cd int-o. 3 distinct categories 

as under;

(a) permanent establishments, . duly registered, 

but with lo cat jo ns a t/' o n e of s e yer a 1 fixed 

ces of business within the country and 

regularly emplo ying pas ua 1 workers for carrying 

out same type of jobs such as Railways, Mining, 

Port Authorities etc.'
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(b) Permanent establishments,, ha vinq r e gist er ed>.
* i
HQ at one place but carrying out contact 

works at different places through temporary 

and periodical migration either of their 

permanent staff wholly or by employing in part 

local and casual recruits as pbr requirements,

(c) The last category of smaller establishments 

who constitute bulk.of such contractors and

s ub-co ntra ctor sestablishments and who carry

out business throughout the country many of 

them as un-registered dealers, without having 

proper offices or es ta bllshm-ents They also 

ind ude various Labour Supplier Agencies.

2) Registration of Establishments:
■' ' *'*'• .1 I

After obtaining appropriate categorisation of 

individual establishments, the Act should provide 

that”^&GvetT.nment Labour Department should allot
- —u ■

a Central or State registration' number to such 

establishments in the 3 categor ies-. requiring 

them to furnish .proper annual reports/returns.
Submissions
• /iu; •. of.all such returns shall invariably 

be enjoined on the one or more HQ of such establi

shment, uherever it may be, thereby ensuring that 

this vital issue is not allowed to be lost or
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disused by entrusting the same to various temporary

establishments at different work sites.

3) Lodging of security depps it:

Once such registration or licensing certificate is

available to different contracting »r sub-contracting

establishments, stme of wh om would be getting the works

done through subletting jobs either civil or electri-

cal or erection work through equally reputed firms.

The present practice of requiring the sub-contractor

to deposit a surn of Rs. 30/- per head of labour

employed may no t be ne cessar y, so as to be in line

with the pra cti ce adopted un der the Sales Tax or

In come Tax Depar tment.

It should be adequate instead to insist on lodging 

of a specific amount of security deposit with principal 

employer depending on the estimated number of persons 

to be employed from year , to year to be adjusted 

eventually in the succeeding . year . ■ There should also 

be provision for penal deposits in the uase of due ' 

demands being not met with as per stipulations of the 

Act, An additional suggestion that could be made

in this regard would be in respeet of major contractors 

Arrangements of fixed deposit of say Rs.1 torRs.<5e00 

lacs by way of Guarantee Bonds oould be insisted upon 

wherever such arrangements would be found to be
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financially advantageous to such contractor.

FINAL APPEALS

We have described the various practical difficulties with which

the Industry is confronted in

intentions of the Govt, in extending various 1-atcur laws to

better the lot of construction workes. However, many of the

intended benefits have not reached the beneficiary rro’ip of the i

construction uorkers. Our experience shows that progress in

of n a t io ha 1

in view the

We strongly

coordinated policy guidelines, are evolved keeping
■ • ,1 • ‘

peculiar features of this Industry.
j •

feel that taking into a cco untf.+the seasonal and

temporar y nature of employment and the short-lived and unstable

nature of the employer-employee relationship.. coupled with

ignor an ce, illiteracy and social ba ckuar dne.ss; of the bulk

of workforce. ' Laus meant for other industries and organised

workers are not suitable to this Industry, Ue:

diff ef ent ■- apd new approach. Instead of extending various

licences under different laws and to . force them to maintain

dozen of registers and records which'in reality is well-nigh
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impossible, it would be more beneficial and more practical to 

have a consolidate enactment. Such a piece of legislation 

should cover licencing, working conditions, health, safety, 

social security, and welfare measures with a single administra

tive machinery. Such an enactment must also precisely define

* s
the relationship between the principal employer, the contractor 

and the sub-contractor and the ratio of responsibility between 

them idw st ds] contri but ing to a common fund for payment of bonus, 

gratuity, provident fund and ESI benefits. Such a comprehensive 

legislation would also reduce the number of records and returns 

to be maintained and submitted to various authorities.

In this process I am sure that the construction workers 

who play a vital role in the countryfs development will no 

longer remain as neglected sections of our society and they will 

also have the pride of building for others.
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